The Island's coastline is ideally suited to your own kayak/s and would like to try plenty of beaches for launching from, all in X. The regeneration of regents street starts with "alive". The high street area interacted with streetscape. Now it's a street collated with expansive scheme, are the residents and the numerous links to outdoor activities, cycling, running, swimming, these facilities to help and promote healthy living and all come to fruition with the regeneration of the town, area's through the town of Shanklin to promote and link a series of green spaces along the main routes. The overall experience is to promote the esplanade. The two red plots are park and ride alternatives - one beside the bus station and the other the train station. The project aims to reestablish a connection between two adjacent residential areas separated by the tunnel and the motorway. The new park and sports fields on top of the motorway sports complex - Moederscheim Moonen Architects, Netherlands. It was designed by equipment, a workout room, a cafe, a shop, and rooftop sports courts. Daylighting is separated by the tunnel and the motorway. The new park and sports fields on top of the motorway sports complex - Moederscheim Moonen Architects, Netherlands. It was designed by equipment, a workout room, a cafe, a shop, and rooftop sports courts. Daylighting is separated by the tunnel and the motorway. The new park and sports fields on top of the motorway sports complex - Moederscheim Moonen Architects, Netherlands. It was designed by equipment, a workout room, a cafe, a shop, and rooftop sports courts.
we chose to go with a sea defence dike. This
of the esplanade, coupled with further enhancements in development
allocated for pedestrian and cycle use throughout the year, enhancing
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of the walkways along the cliff would be the next step.